A study of Plastic Processing Units assisted by the Corporation was conducted by Technical Cell. On the basis of findings of the study, it has been decided to include the item i.e. Plastic Processing Units in the list of Selected Industries at Schedule LA (S) 1/6B of "Procedure & Guidelines". The item is incorporated in the said Schedule under the heading "Others" at Serial No. 5 as under:-

5. Plastic Processing Units

i) The unit promoted by experienced persons in the line with sound financial Base shall be considered Only in potential areas Like Jaipur, Udaipur, Jodhpur Kota and Alwar Districts.

ii) The projects having cost estimate of Rs. 50 lac and above based on latest Technology plastic processing machines with higher standard of automations and performance shall be considered.

iii) However, proposal of
Expansion/modernization of existing units shall be considered irrespective of project Cost, on their merits.

All concerned are advised to take note of above.
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